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Multi-Purpose Detector System

•Key components: 

‣High-pressure gaseous argon TPC 
at 10 atm, reusing ALICE readout 
chambers and much of the 
engineering (5m dia x 5 m long) 

‣Al pressure vessel with a thickness 
of ~0.3 X0 

‣Calorimeter that surrounds pressure 
vessel 

‣Helmholtz coil-like super-conducting 
magnet with a field of ~0.5 T 

‣Could also have a muon tagger if 
there was interest in this
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ALICE upgrade underway

•ROCs available for use in DUNE 

•Original ROCs have been removed from one end of the TPC, awaiting 
space in protective transport boxes of new OROCs (gas tight specialized 
boxes with exact match to IROC and OROC shapes) 

•As each new ROC is installed, old ROC goes into its box 

•Schedule: finish “A-side” installation in June, “C-side” in July 

•ALICE group wants to keep the chambers for a month or two, to run 
some tests related to field distortions they saw during the run (they will 
share results with us) 

•After tests are done, ROCs are ours. 
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ROC Removal

Tanaz Mohayai Roberto Acciarri
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Readout Chamber Testing

•Spare	Inner	Readout	Chamber	(IROC)	at	
Fermilab	
•Spare	Outer	Readout	Chamber	(OROC)	
recently	shipped	to	Royal	Holloway	
•5	bar	pressure	vessel	will	accommodate	
one	OROC	
•Plan	tests	of	gas	mixtures	&	gas	gain	

along with sophisticated gas and cooling systems. One of the
major challenges in this context was to provide a temperature
stability of o0:1 K across the full volume of the TPC. This
requirement originates from the strong temperature dependence
of the drift velocity in the Ne–CO2–N2 mixture at realistically
accessible electric fields. Furthermore, it is essential to control the
O2 content of the counting gas below a level of 5 ppm to keep to a
minimum the absorption of electrons over the long drift length.
The approach to solve these and many other technological
challenges is described in the sections on cooling, gas system,
infrastructure and services, and Detector-Control System (DCS).

Calibration and commissioning of the ALICE TPC relied, before
the availability of any collisions from the LHC, on three different
methods: a set of external UV laser beams was used to
characterize field distortions and to determine the magnitude of
the correction from E!B effects on the drifting electrons
originating from the residual non-parallelism of the electric and
magnetic field inside the drift volume. Furthermore, radioactive
krypton was inserted through the gas system into the detector to
provide efficient and precise amplitude calibration of all 557 568
readout channels. Finally, extensive measurements with cosmic
rays were performed to determine tracking efficiencies, energy
loss, and momentum resolution of the detector. The methods used
and results obtained during these calibrations are described in
detail in Sections 10 and 11. They demonstrate that detector
performance is close to that specified in the original technical
design report [3].

2. Field cage

The purpose of the field cage is to define a uniform electrostatic
field in the gas volume in order to transport ionization electrons
from their point of creation to the readout chambers on the
endplates without significant distortions. The field cage provides a
stable mechanical structure for precise positioning of the cham-
bers and other detector elements while being as thin as possible in
terms of radiation lengths presented to the tracks entering the TPC
(see Fig. 2). In addition, the walls of the field cage provide a gas-
tight envelope and ensure appropriate electrical isolation of the
field cage from the rest of the experiment.

It is a classical TPC field cage with the high voltage electrode in
the middle of the detector. Electrons drift to both end plates in a
uniform electric field that runs parallel to the axis of the cylinder.

The TPC is filled with a mixture of neon, carbon dioxide, and
nitrogen because the multiple coulomb scattering in this gas
mixture is relatively low, it has good diffusion characteristics, and
it has a high positive ion mobility that helps to clear positive ions
out of the drift volume in a short amount of time (see Section 6).
However, to also have fast electron drift velocities requires
putting 100 kV on the central electrode. The isolation of the high
voltage field cage from the rest of the experiment is ensured by
using CO2 filled gas gaps between the containment vessels and
the field cage vessels; see Fig. 3.

The design of the ALICE field cage is similar to the design of the
field cage used in the NA49 experiment [7]. An important part of
the design is the requirement to prevent charge build-up, and
possible breakdown, on solid insulator surfaces between the field-
defining strips and so the use of these insulators is minimized or
completely avoided.

The ALICE field cage consists of two parts; a field cage vessel
with a set of coarsely segmented guard rings and a finely
segmented field cage which is located inside the field cage vessel.
The guard rings on the field cage vessel help to avoid large electric
fields due to charge build-up on the surface of the vessel. The
rings have a 92 mm gap between them and this corresponds to a
relatively low field gradient of 46.7 V/mm on the insulating
surface between the rings. The guard rings are made of 13 mm
wide strips of aluminum tape and they are placed on both sides of
the containment vessel with a pitch of 105 mm. Small holes were
drilled through the walls of the vessel to allow for electrical
contact between corresponding rings and filled with Al foil feed-
throughs and sealed with epoxy. The potentials for the guard rings
are defined by an independent chain of 24! 500 MO resistors
(per end). The first of these resistors is connected to the rim of the
high-voltage electrode. The last one is connected to ground
through a 100 kO resistor, across which the voltage drop is
measured for monitoring purposes. The field gradient between
the guard rings matches the field gradient on the finely
segmented field cage which lies inside the guard ring vessel.

The finely segmented field cage is made of 165 free standing
mylar strips. In principle, there is space for 166 strips but
mechanical considerations near the central electrode prevents the
installation of the first strip and so it is left out. (The resistor chain
for the field cage includes 166 resistors and so in this way the
missing strip is included, see below.) The mylar strips do not come
into contact with the field cage vessel or the gas containment
vessel but, instead, are wrapped around a set of 18 Makrolons

rods that are regularly spaced around the circumference of the
TPC. The Makrolons rods are located at a radius of 2542.5 mm on
the outer field cage and 815 mm on the inner field cage. The field
cage strips are made of 13 mm wide aluminized mylar. They are
stretched over the Makrolons rods with a pitch of 15 mm. This
leaves a 2 mm insulation gap between each pair of strips and

Fig. 2. 3D view of the TPC field cage. The high voltage electrode is located at the
center of the drift volume. The endplates with 18 sectors and 36 readout chambers
on each end are shown.

Fig. 3. Detail view of the outer field cage near the central electrode.

J. Alme et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 622 (2010) 316–367 319
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Goals of Multi-Purpose Detector

•Measure particles that exit the liquid argon and enter the MPD 

•Provide data to constrain neutrino-argon nucleus interactions 

•Precisely measure all-components of the neutrino flux 

•Reconstruct neutrino energy via momentum and calorimetry 

•Constrain liquid argon detector response and efficiency 

•Measure neutrons with time-of-flight to the ECAL
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Descoping Options

1. 1 Atm of Argon gas in HPgTPC 
2. 1 Atm of Argon gas, No ECAL and reduced B-field 
3. 10 Atm of Argon gas, Downstream-only ECAL and reduced B-field
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Option 1: 1 atm of Argon gas, full ECAL+B

Does not affect overall costs much.  Simpler vessel, but gas system costs 
are similar.  Signal is reduced by an order of magnitude, but external 
backgrounds are similar so poorer signal/background. 

•Can still measure particles that exit the liquid argon 

•Can constrain argon-nucleus interactions, but with an order of 
magnitude lower statistics 

•Cannot constrain electron neutrino flux due to reduced statistics 

•Can construct neutrino energy, but with degraded dE/dx resolution 

•Can constrain liquid argon response, but again with degraded statistics 

•Can measure neutrons, but with degraded statistics
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Option 2: 1 atm of Ar, no ECAL,  reduced B

 Again poorer signal/background, and degraded momentum resolution.  
Might also need a muon tagger.  

•Can still measure particles that exit the liquid argon 

•Cannot easily constrain argon-nucleus interactions 

•Cannot constrain components of flux due to reduced statistics 

•Cannot reconstruct neutrino energy of events on argon gas 

•Cannot constrain liquid argon response 

•Cannot measure neutrons
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Option3: 10 atm of Ar, down-stream ECAL,  
reduced B

Does simplify integration.  Additional studies needed to evaluate coverage 
and acceptance of this option. 

•Can still measure particles that exit the liquid argon 

•Can constrain argon-nucleus interactions, but over more limited phase 
space 

•Cannot constrain easily electron neutrino flux due to reduced ability to 

reject π0’s 

•Can construct neutrino energy using calorimetry over limited forward-
going phase space 

•Can still likely constrain liquid argon response, but again with limited 
phase space 

•Can measure neutrons, but only over limited phase space
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Staging Options

•Cannot easily stage the magnet.  A magnet should be there on day one. 

•Could potentially have a coarse scintillator tracker inside the magnet on 
day one and can later phase in the HPgTPC. 

•Could possibly stage in parts of the calorimeter (downstream first, then 
barrel and upstream parts later) 

•Might able able to stage in a muon tagger as well.
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Backup
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Resizing the Gas TPC

•Current 5m diameter + 5 m long matches the size of the existing ALICE 
readout chambers, which are available for reuse. 

• If we wanted a smaller diameter for the pressure vessel, could reduce 
the magnet and vessels costs a bit. But would cost ~$5–7 million to re-
engineer and fabricate the wire planes and pads, which would likely 
exceed the savings.
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